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Untitled goose game trophy guide

Following the success of the Untitled Goose game on Nintendo Switch and PC, it was only a matter of time before the goose's antics would go to the PS4. And while we still don't know when it will come on the platform, ps4 game trophies are available now, telling us it's probably on its way over the next few weeks. The list includes 1 platinum, 9 gold, 1 silver
and 14 bronze, with a total value of up to 25 total trophies. For the most part, the list seems to be relatively simple based on knowledge about the game's switch/PC version, prohibiting multiple trophies based on time. To get the coveted platinum, you'll need to complete each level on the to-do list, as well as a few different tasks such as scoring a goal with a
soccer ball and sailing the boat out of the game down the river. The untitled Goose Game has seen great success, even received a nomination for the 2019 Game Awards for best independent game. You've probably seen a host of goose memes online that you can thank the House House developer and his host of fans of the untitled Goose game. The
untitled Goose game is full of charm and cheeky Australian humour, with a mix of silly puzzles and half-stealth sections, all in pursuit of Goose is the ultimate terror and irritation possible. Below you will find the full list of PS4 trophies untitled Goose Game:A Secret PrizePlatinumEarn each other trophy Approximate difficulty trophy: 3.5/10 Approximate amount
of time to platinum: 5h+ (depending on whether How many tries do you need for speedruns) Offline trophies: 25 (1, 9, 1, 14) Online trophies: 0 Number misses trophies: 0 Glitched trophies: 0 Does the difficulty affect trophies?: No difficulty options. The difficulty is the same for everyone. Minimal game games: 1 Free-Roam/Level Select after Story?: Yes, you
can freely swing around the village to clean up any tasks or speed issues you've left behind. Release Date: December 17, 2019 Welcome to the untitled Goose Game Trophy Guide! An untitled goose sandbox game, a puzzle stealth game in which you play like a goose that likes to evoke pranks among some unsuspecting townspeople. While shaking and
clapping your wings, your job is to complete a number of targets in each area of the village. Once you've cleared the list of goal areas you'll hang into, you can go to the next one. Your ultimate goal is to reach the miniature village and get the golden bell and then return it to the original area of the game. Step 1: Complete each set of goals in each area of the
village and get the final, golden miniature bell your first step is to complete all the goals in each area of the village. You can take on targets in any order you want except in a few circumstances (garden and pub areas, for example). At any time during the game you can click to access the notebook and see what you need to do and what you have completed.
When all goals are complete, an additional goal will appear in your list and after it is completed be able to access the next area through the door or gate. You can figure out what you need to do yourself or check out the trophy guide below to learn how to complete each goal in all areas. Fulfilling each goal, try to be as hidden as possible. AI easily detects
you, so it's best easy to avoid additional disappointment. If you mess up, you can always reset and your progress will still be saved. During this step, you will also unlock some of the optional goals associated with trophies. For the rest, check out Step 2. Step 2: Clear additional targets (Miscellaneous Trophies) After getting the final, golden miniature bell out of
the steep, you can roam the village to cause more evil. This time, focus on other trophy-related tasks. They appear as question marks and are listed in the do (as well) section. When you complete each goal related to the trophy, the question marks will be replaced by a brief description of the task and it will be crossed out. The only goal associated with the
trophy that is best preserved at last is one that requires you to collect five flowers from the village. This is because townspeople from the areas from which you have ripped flowers can go looking for them and put them where they belonged, or because they will despilate, forcing you to do more. Step 3: Speed-run Trophies This is your last step and, to date,
the toughest obstacle on your way to achieving a platinum trophy. When the game is over, you'll notice that there's a new page on your notebook. This page is called Do (Fast!!). This page lists some speed issues, each requiring you to go through each area of the village once again and complete your main goals (not to do (as well as) those) during the term.
You have 6 minutes to complete all the goals and time starts once you give your first hunk. You will know that it is time you hear the church bell ringing. You should know that the term is not generous at all. Almost every time, I was seconds away from failure and I did everything as soon as possible. If this is not the case, you can always reset the area from
the pause menu by clicking and trying again. Unfortunately, there's no perfect way to go about listing goals in this step, simply because what AI isn't a script and can change every time you drop off, in addition to being somewhat unreliable when you need to work with you on certain things. So what you need to do is plan your itinerary based on what the
townspeople do, especially those that don't stand still. Even with the best route, these trophies are very rowing. Also, here are some general guidelines to keep in mind: Try to be as hidden as possible. AI is very clever and vigilant in this game. If AI catches you, it will be hard to hide again and it will waste you a lot of precious time. Also, don't let AI spot you
when you items around or let it approach where you placed the items you want. If they get it done, they'll follow you and eventually get the items you stole. Use the environment to turn away townspeople and give you more time to be hidden (trapping townspeople inside places or hurting them whenever possible are two good ways). Make sure you know you
have to. At the moment in the game, you need to know all the goals at heart. You can check to-do lists, but it can waste valuable time. Also, never idly by. Stack items over each other when you can. Untitled Goose Game Trophy Guide Secret Prize Earn every other trophy Earn all trophies in an untitled goose game to unlock platinum (DLC not required)!
Garden Complete Garden To-Do List Here's what you need to do for each purpose on the garden to-do list. You can accomplish these goals in any order you want except for a radio for a picnic that should be stored in the last infantry. The reason why is explained in the objective description. It's a pretty quick way to complete them though: Get into the
garden: get into the garden, move fertilizer bags and take the radio. If you take the radio, it will turn on. Move the radio next to the pond. Now wait for the gardener to exit and turn off the radio. When he opens the gate, enter the garden. Soak the gardener: take the carrots off the ground and place it next to the red sprinkler where the shovel is located. Next,
quack to attract a gardener near the patch so he realises you've removed carrots from the carrot field (marked with a carrot icon appearing over your head). Now quickly exit the garden and turn the valve found to the left of the gate to turn on the sprinkler and wet the gardener. Steal gardener keys: Attached to one of the gardener's thighs have some clues.
Stealthily sneak up on him by holding and then quickly getting the keys. Just run a little until you're notified when the task is complete. Make the grounders wear his sun hat: the easiest and fastest way to complete this goal is by chaining it to another goal (make the grounder hammer your thumb). After causing some bullying around the garden, the soil
protector will hammer the No Geese sign north of the garden. Start by grabbing the sign and then quack to ground to spot you. Once spotted, release the sign so he can plant it again with a nearby hammer. A second before he scored, chimera to get him, causing him to injure his thumb. This will cause him to fall and bring the wooden garden door down. Now
repeat the same thing, but this time honk to start it from the other side of the door you just knocked down. This will make it easy for you to grab his hat when he's on the ground. Then quickly run up to the alley on the left and hide behind the wall. The man will wonder where his hat went and how the replacement will be worn Hat. Rake in the Lake: Distract the
man once more by having him score a thumb again. While it hurts, grab the rake and drag it all the way to the pond at the beginning of the area. There is a picnic: the blanket is already laid out south of the fountain, right from the lake. On top of it you need to place a sandwich, apple, pumpkin, some jam, thermos, radio and basket. You can find an apple, a
sandwich (both slices) and a basket near the bench left over from the blanket. The pumpkin stain is inside the garden, on the left side. A jar of jam and a thermos are on the table next to the gardener's shed. The radio is on top of a portable fridge (move it to reset the radio). Make sure you pick up the radio as last as it will involve groundskeeper, whether it
can see you or not. High Street Complete High Street To-Do List That's what you need to do for every purpose on the to-do list on the high street. You can accomplish these goals in any order you want. It's a pretty quick way to complete them though: Trap the boy in the phone booth: start by trapping the child in the phone booth. He snamed at him repeatedly
to scare him away. Get on T.V.: With the boy trapped, honk in front of one of the two T.V. storefronts until the owner walks out and goes to open the phone booth door for the child to get out. Then, while the owner is away, quickly go to the store, flip the red switch and walk until you see the goose on the TV screens. Break the binge: Walk up to the market
stall and grab a binge. When a buyer tries to get it from you, hold to snap it up and break it. Trap shopper in the garage: Grab anything from the market stall (carrot or celery fine) and stagger at the buyer. Its chasing you inside the garage, falling that you picked up here and quickly pull the rope to trap her inside. Go shopping: While the buyer is still trapped
inside, take the basket to the ground on the left front side of the stall and drag it somewhere outside. Thus, the woman will not notice it and return the items. Now take any fruit or vegetables (back to the right of the market), detergent (a white bottle with a green droplet on it on the shelf at the back left), any near food (the same place as detergent), brush
(middle of the market, on orange boxes) and finally toilet paper (front to right of the stall market). The only item not found in the stall market is a toothbrush – it is in a garbage can on the far right side of the site, next to the gate that will unlock the third site. If a woman gives you a hard time, you can lock her in the garage a second time. Force the boy to wear
the wrong glasses: sneak up on the boy and tie his shoes. Then, giggling at him to scare him off. He'll go and score his glasses. Snatch the glasses and place them somewhere as far away from the baby as possible. Then enter the market, take a couple of glasses from stand, and place them in front of the child. Make someone redeem their own stuff: grab
the plane off the bench and boy understand it. Quickly run to the market stall and place it next to other toys. Depending on where the baby is, draw it near the market stall in order for him to notice the soy of the plane. He'll take it, but the buyer will think he's stealing and ask him to pay for it. Back Garden Finish Back Gardens to-Do List Here's what you need
to do for each purpose in the back garden to-do list. You can accomplish these goals in any order you want. This is a pretty quick way to complete them: to force someone to break fancy vases: in the yard of a woman there is a purple vase sitting on a stool. Open the fence and then grab it and bring it to the man. The man will notice it and throw it back into
the woman's yard, thereby smashing it. Help a woman dress up bust: to make a woman dress up bust, you need her husband's stuff. On the table in the man's yard is a pair of glasses, a hat and a pipe. Distract the man by interacting with the cricket bat and ball at the door leading to his house. Drag the bat into the corner at the entrance to the fence and the
ball opposite the bat (the most right-wing man). This will give you plenty of time to move at least two of the man's belongings to the bottom of his yard. If you need extra time to grab a third point, distract it by being eliminated with cricket back again. Now open the fence that leads into the woman's yard and carry all the items in the tray below the bust. The
woman will then automatically put three items on the bust. Get a man to spit out his tea: a bell in a woman's yard. In this area, a man will either read his newspaper or have tea. When he sipping tea, interact with the bell to scare him and get him to spit it out. Dress with tape: a fake goose in a woman's yard. When the woman is not looking, pull the tape out of
the fake goose and place it somewhere nearby, then drag the fake goose statue, being barrel pots at the bottom of her yard so she doesn't notice. Then, the next part is complicated. Wherever a woman is in her yard, you need to get her attention so that she puts a ribbon on you, but noting that the goose is real now. AI here is very unreliable here, so it's just
a matter of patience. Get the man to go barefoot: to get the man to go barefoot, you need to steal both his slippers and hide them from his sight. You can easily steal one slipper when he reads a newspaper. As for the second slipper, you need to wait until he has tea. When he gets drunk, you can steal it. However, he'll catch you. With a second slipper in
your beak, quickly hide and run away from the man, making sure he doesn't notice where you're headed. Use hedges to your advantage here. Doing laundry: to make washing, you need: slippers (taken from a man while caring for do above), a women's bra and socks (hanging in a woman's yard, lower area) and a bar of soap (found on the edge of the bath
she uses as a greenhouse). All these items need to be immersed inside the fountain at the bottom of the man's yard. What's hard about this is that a man can throw a woman's belongings back into his yard if he notices them at any moment while you're in that area (even after completing that goal). If he found it out, the goal would reset itself. So, again,
stealth is key. Make someone a prune rose prize: drag a pot of rose next to the fence leading to the woman's yard. Then enter it and chip away at the protein-like plant. When she's in this area, she'll realize something's off, take plier plier pliers and accidentally swallow a rose as well. If for some reason you can't interact with the rose pot just yet, take care of
others to do first. Pub Complete pub to-do list That's what you need to do for every purpose on the pub to-do list. You can accomplish these goals in any order you want except to get into the pub, which must be completed first. It's a pretty quick way to complete them: get into the pub: get into the pub, hide inside a box near the van and wait for a woman's
delivery to lift you up and carry you inside. Get out of the box when you're far enough away from the usher. Hack dartboard: To the left of the area is a man. He can be seen performing any of the following three exercises: playing darts, playing harmonica or throwing rings. When you notice the forks appearing over his head, stand next to him and right before
he throws a fork, giggling at him to scare him. He'll fail the toss and break the dartboard. Be rewarded with a flower: stand on a stage stone next to two ladies sitting at a wooden table. They will ask you to shake, bow, and flap your wings. You don't have to wait for them to ask you, you can just spam the appropriate input buttons once you get on stage. Make
the old man fall on his bom: go back to the old man's area and pull his chair away as he sits down to play the harmonica. It takes a good time. Get a cid boat: in the pub's seating area is a sink with a boat for simony inside. Activate the valve to open the mixer and pour the sink with water. The water will soon begin to overfill, after which you will be able to grab
a boat for sips. Consider sharpening, hiding under the table to turn the woman away from the valve that shuts down the mixer. Set the table: in the backyard of the pub, where a maternity woman carries her boxes, there is a blanket on top of a wooden spindle. This is the table you want to install. The items found on your to-do list are located here: the plate is
in a cupboard right above the table, fork and knife are in the seating area, the candle is south of the seating area by the stairs leading back to the pub entrance, the pepper is near the sink in Rest. Falling bucket buckets Turbulent man's head: in the backyard there is a searing with some tomatoes. Take one and leave it on the ground. Then draw usher's
attention to the backyard area. He'll notice the tomato and volunteer to put it back in the drawer. As soon as the tomato icon appears over his head, rush back to the sink, and when he leans in to put the tomato back, tap the bucket to drop it on his head. Steal a pint of glass and throw it into the canal: there are grey pints of glasses in the pub's seating area.
Take one, making sure you don't drop it, and get out of the pub without being noticed. Across the street is an alley leading to a stone bridge with a brick hole. Leave a pint of glass here to complete this goal. Thank you for playing Our Video Games Finish Game After completing the pub area, you will be able to enter a miniature model of the village. Go
through the village in the same exact way as you did when you played through the game until you reach the church with a steep one. Chip away at the steepness to put a wooden support at its base. Pull it and hold it to you for a few seconds until the spinner ruins and you can collect the call. By collecting the call, you will have to return through every area of
the village, but you won't be able to use the shortcut gates you unlocked during the game. Running during the bell will warn the villagers, so try to avoid unnecessary attention when in their presence. The combination of walking and running is a good way to get through every area of the village uninhabited. However, don't worry if you get caught as you can
steal the bell back from the townspeople. When you return to the Start area, keep going to the bottom of the screen until you find a hole with other golden bells. Just drop your newly assembled bell into the pit to finish the game and unlock this trophy. Disgusting blocking of the gardener from the garden area: garden steal the keys to the hip grounding and
then lure him out of the garden. Then, drop the keys to the ground and quickly lock the gate with a beak to unlock this trophy. Delicious cabbage picnic area: Garden just roll cabbage on a picnic blanket with a beak while the gardener is not looking. It may take a while. Ghastly The boy's trip to the puddle area: A high street on the High Street boy with glasses
and a red-striped, blue shirt. For the boy to move around, repeatedly wobbled at him until he stops for a puddle. When the boy is on a puddle, sneak up on him, tie his shoes and then quack to scare him away. When he runs away, he will be inguing in a puddle, thereby unlocking that trophy. Noisy Make Weight Shop go ding area: High Street in the High
Street area is a market grandstand guarded by a woman holding a broomstrum. To easily unlock this trophy, you first need to get rid of the woman, locking it inside the garage. To lock her inside the garage, grab any item from the stands and then honk to have her place you. just leave the item you picked up inside the garage and pull the cord to lock it inside.
Now you need to quickly place three pretty heavy items on the scales of the store before it returns. What worked for me was a tool fork, a sycaming machine and a master of sight. The presence of all three elements on the scales at the same time can be a little complicated given the small surface of the scales. Try as part of them if you're having problems.
When the scales go ding, the trophy will unlock. Unlucky Open an umbrella inside the area's TV store: High Street First, lock the woman inside the garage. Follow the instructions in The Noisy section to learn how. Then grab the umbrella from the counter at the market and move next to one of the T.V. Storefronts, sharpen up a couple of times to get the store
owner's attention. Make sure the store owner actually leaves his shop and stands on his doorstep. When it comes back, quickly dash to the store, place the umbrella on the ground and use a tip on the handle to open it. The timing here is important and it can take several attempts. Devious Make someone from outside the high street buy back their own area
stuff: Garden/High Street From the Street, go back to the grounding garden and get the worm out of the chair to the right of the area. Make sure you make it undetected. Once you've collected the hops, return to the High Street and stealthily place it near two other garden tools. Now, go back to the garden and steal something from here to ground to chase
you. Take it to the market stall. Here he must notice the giggles. He will approach the stand and in an attempt to return her woman will force him to buy it, thereby unlocking the trophy. Beautiful Collect five flowers throughout the village five flowers. To unlock this trophy, you need to collect the flowers and place them one by one, on the basket near the well,
to the left of the Garden. As suggested in the Roadmap, leave this trophy as the last decision in step 2. Here are all the floral locations: Tulip: in the garden area, inside the garden of the land protector. Lily: in the High Street area, next to the umbrella counter. Rose: In the Back Gardens area, you have to have a woman prune it. For a woman to be cut with a
rose, to chip away from a protein-like plant. This will cause the woman to prune the plant and accidentally swallow the rose as well. Now sit in the yard of a man (neighbor) and stealthily grab him. Daisy: in the pub area, give a play on the stone stage for two ladies. Just simulate what they're asking you to do. Your reward will be a flower. Chrysanthemiums: in
a miniature model of the village, on your way to steepness. It's a yellow flower. The boy's terrifying trap in the garage area: The high street in the High Street area, sitting on a bench, is a baby-owned car seat plane. Snatch the plane and then shake to get the baby's attention. He will come after you trying to get Back. Lead the child into the garage, drop the
plane and then pull the cord to trap him in the garage. Gently catch the object as it is thrown over the fence area: The back garden in the back garden, the man and woman are neighbors. To unlock this trophy, you need to grab an item (fake goose tape is best suited for this) from a woman's yard and then bring it to the man's with the help of collapsed
furniture north of the woman's yard (to make it fall apart, just pull the drawer). Next, place the item you picked up from the woman's yard as far away as possible from the man so you have plenty of time to return to the woman's yard and place yourself in the right place to catch him when the man throws it back into the woman's yard. This may take several
attempts. Intrepid Get overturned over the fence area: Pub/Back Garden When you reach the pub area, you'll notice a yellow van next to which box. Take the box and bring it with you to the yard of the man (neighbor). When he doesn't see you, he quickly let him go and go inside. If everything goes according to plan, the man should realize it and throw it to
the other side of the fence, in the woman's yard. When you land, the trophy will unlock. Pretty dress up bust with things from outside the back garden area: Pub / High Street / Back Garden in a woman's bust yard. To unlock this trophy you need to bring three specific items found in the countryside to the bust in the woman's yard so she can place them on it.
You will need a wool hat, a toothbrush and a pair of glasses. You may have encountered these objects before, but here's the location of all of them if you need help. Wool hat (Pub): This is worn by a man playing darts in the pub area. When he's about to sit on a wooden stool, sit behind him to pull the stool away. When he's on the ground, quickly grab a wool
hat and bring it to bust, ensuring you don't be seen by anyone. Toothbrush (High Street): This is inside a garbage can, up to the right of the High Street neighborhood, near walk-talkies. When you have this in your beak, make sure you don't notice anyone on your way to the bust. A pair of glasses (The High Street): On the rack of glasses on the market stand.
Nimble goal assessment area: High Street/Back Gardens When you played across the High Street, you noticed that the child was also playing with a soccer ball. To unlock this trophy you need to roll the ball into the gate found south of the woman's home in the Back Gardens area. To access the site for the purpose, you need to squeeze through the hedge
after the woman used a fence to create the No Geese sign. This trophy is very upsetting, as not only is the rolling mechanics a little quirky, but also you need to make sure that no one notices you. Fortunately though, you can always get the items the villagers take from you. Lovely sail boat to sit under the bridge area: Pub North of the pub's seating area is a
sink with a boat for simony inside. Activate the mixer to make the water flow and fill the sink. Then, grab the boat when a tip comes out and sneak past all the villagers in the vicinity to make it out of the pub and bring the boat to the stone bridge with the missing bricks on the left side. Using this small hole, drop the boat to play the waterway so that it floats
under the bridge, thereby unlock the trophy. Elegant performance in the pub wearing the ribbon Area: The Back Gardens / The Pub With the help of village shortcuts, return to the Back Gardens area and into the woman's yard. Here, remove the ribbon from the statue of the goose and the most goose statue without the woman who sees you (it is proposed to



move the statue of the goose as far away from its location as possible). Then quickly position yourself where the statue was supposed to fool the woman and her put tape on you instead. Now, don't go through the house like you did on your first play-three, but instead use the furniture to get back into the man's yard and then label the village to make it back to
the pub area. Hide inside a pink box near the van and wait for the delivery woman to pick you up and carry you inside the pub. Once inside and far enough away from the usher, go out of the box and take to the stone stage near the two women to give the play. Satisfying their requests, mimicking their gestures and after clapping, the trophy will unlock.
Cheeky Steal the Old Man's Wool hat to see the Pretty Trophy. Garden, quick to complete the garden to-do list before church bells ring Whatever AI does, it is vital that you remain as hidden as possible for each purpose and that you aim for a picnic as early as possible, being the longest task to complete. Here's the proposed path to completing this speed
challenge: turn on the radio and move it halfway through bags of fertilizer and bench. Fold the apple and slices of sandwich over the basket and carry it in a blanket. If the apple falls, grab this first. If you're lucky, a man should be busy placing a radio on a portable fridge. Meanwhile, take the carrot and place it on a blanket. While the man busy putting the
fertilizer bags back in his starting position, go grab a can of jam while taking extra care you're overlooked while carrying it. Hiding behind wooden structures of the garden is useful. Then, when he enters the garden again, make his way to the blanket. Repeat the same thing for the thermos. Take the pumpkin and bring it to the blanket. Move the carrots near
the sprinkler. Involve the man in it, and then quickly activate the valve that activates him (to the left of the main gate). To save a lot of time, turn it off yourself immediately after it's got a get-it. Don't wait for the man to go and turn it off. Quickly grab the keys to the grounding hips and carry them for a few seconds until the notification appears. Take the sign and
draw the man to Go right, through the door leading to the High Street and quack as he gathers to hammer a plaque into the ground. As he falls, grab his hat and hide it in a nearby alleyway, forcing him to grab his sun hat out of the barn door. Get him to score his thumb again, and while he's hurt, grab the rake and drag him all the way into the pond. Get him
to score his thumb again, and while he's hurt, grab the radio from the top of the portable fridge and bring it in a blanket, thereby completing the entire speed call. High Street, quick to complete a high street to-do list before church bells ring whatever AI does, it's vital that you stay as hidden as possible for each purpose, and that you aim for a shopping list as
early as possible, being the longest task to complete. This one has fewer steps, and it happens in a smaller area, making it much more achievable to consider how little time you have. He snamed at him repeatedly to scare him away. Then, honk in front of one of the tv store's two windows until the owner comes out and goes to open the phone booth door for
the child to get out. Then, while the owner is gone, quickly go to the store, flip the red switch and take a walk until you see the goose on tv screens. Approach the stall market and hold on to the binge. When a woman tries to get it from you, hold to snap it and break it. Wait for the lady to put the binge back together and then grab anything from the market stall
(carrots or celery is ok) and sway the market lady. Its chasing you inside the garage, falling that you picked up here and quickly pull the rope to trap her inside. While the woman is still trapped inside grabs for the following and places it inside the basket at the left entrance to the market: carrots or celery (to the left of the market), the cleaner (a white bottle with
a green droplet on it on wheeled furniture near the rake), any bachelka food (the same place as the cleaner). The woman will come out in the meantime. Use the same method as above to trap it inside and capture what's left of the shopping list: a toothbrush (found in a recycling bin to the left of the stall market), a brush (near garden tools), toilet paper (to the
left of the market stall), orange (near carrots and celeries). Sneak up on the boy and tie his shoes. Then, giggling at him to scare him off. He'll go and score his glasses. Snatch the glasses and place them somewhere as far away from the baby as possible. Then enter the market, take a couple of glasses from the rack and place them in front of the baby. Grab
the plane from the bench and the boy realize it. Quickly run to the market stall and place it next to other toys. Depending on where the baby is, draw it near the market stall in order for him to notice the soy of the plane. He will choose but the market owner will think he's stealing and ask him to for him. Back garden, quick to complete the back gardens to-do list
before church bells ring Whatever AI does, it's vital that you stay as hidden as possible for each purpose, and that you tend to have multiple affairs at once. The key to success here is for the two NPC to have as few interactions as possible. However, the term on this is even tougher than the pub and luck plays an even bigger role here as well. Here's a
suggested path to completing this speed challenge: Start by dragging a cricket bat near a hole in the fence in a man's yard and the ball to his right field. Then, quack to attract a man. As a person busy putting these items back to where they were, grab as many of their belongings off the table as possible and temporarily place them next to a rose pot. If you
need extra time, distract him again with the bat and ball and take the third point. As a man wonders where his belongings went, open the fence leading to the woman's yard (if a woman is hiding around, wait a couple of seconds until she goes to another section of her yard – it's incredibly lucky, as a woman can stay where to go longer). Now bring one of the
man's belongings to the woman's yard, get a purple vase and fall into the male one. Keep bringing all the man's belongings into the woman's yard, but make sure you're never empty-handed when you get back to the man. This means that after resetting each man's belonging, you need to spend one of the woman's items in his yard (a pair of socks and a
bra). Keep doing this until the woman returns to the area you're in, and if she notices a fence, giggle to turn her away, so you can keep bringing other itches into her husband's yard. Remember: the farther away from the fence all the women's objects, the less likely it is to loop on its fence to spot them. Now bring all the man's belongings to the bust and, as
the woman puts it on, check the man and if he sipping tea, interact with the bell to get him to spit it out. Next, take a ribbon of fake goose and place it near it, then hide the fake goose behind the pot barrels. While the woman hopefully still puts on a bust, quickly chip away at the protein-like plant so she can prune it and swallow the rose when she returns to the
area. As she does so, sneak into the position of a fake goose, take her place and with a little luck a woman should realize about it and place a ribbon on you instead, scaaking you that goal. Now, on the way to the bath, check if the man is drinking tea and if you haven't already done so before, scare him now. Now go to the furniture above, remove the drawer
to roll it, quickly grab the soap bar from the bath and use a bundle of fallen furniture to return to the man's yard. Sneak behind him with a hedge and place the woman's soap and belongings in the fountain. rose behind a hedge south of the fountain. This is key, because if a man understands a rose hip, he will also notice the woman's belongings and throw
them back at her, giving you some failure. By doing all this, a woman should be busy sticking around the area with fallen furniture. Now sneak up on the man and depending on what he does, steal one of his slippers and plunge into the fountain, whipping you to do the laundry do. When you do that, you have to be fast enough so that it doesn't see you. If he
sees you and goes after you to the fountain area, he'll start grabbing his stuff back and the woman too. Next, grab the purple vase and throw it next to the man so he throws it back into the woman's yard, thereby smashing it. According to two neighbors, return to the woman's yard and hide the broken pieces of the vase behind the tub. This step is crucial if
you still need to perform some tasks in a woman's yard. If you don't, and you need a woman to spend some things for you, she's instead picking broken pieces herself, spending you a lot of time. However, if you did in a woman's yard, give the game a couple of seconds and two neighbors should be made fighting. Now let's go to the man's garden and,
without repenting, steal another slipper, ending this night's high-speed run. The pub, quick to complete the pub to-do list before the church bells rings Whatever AI does, it is vital that you remain as hidden as possible for each purpose and that you tend to set the table to do as early as possible, being the longest task to complete. The time limit on this is very
tight and luck also plays a big role here, but it's a bit more viable than the Back Garden area. Here's a suggested path to completing this speed challenge: instead of waiting for a delivery woman to carry you inside, grab the No Geese sign at the entrance and then quack to get the usher's attention. Quickly drag the sign behind the nearby car and then throw it
in a hurry inside. This will save you a lot of time. Now grab a few tomatoes from a nearby crate and kvak to re-engage the usher. If AI works with you, it should run after you shortly afterwards. Lead the man to the backyard and leave the tomatoes on the floor, then grab another of the crate and quack again to draw it in the backyard. Once the tomato icon
appears over your head, go to the sink and drop the bucket on your head when it leans in to put the tomatoes back in the drawer. Activate the mixer by turning the valve and in the meantime start collecting the adjacent dish (knife and fork) under the adjacent table. Stay hidden under the same table and if a woman comes around, honk to turn her to the end of
the table you're underneath that as far away from the sink as possible. Now the sink must be overflowing. Quickly make your way to the sink and grab the boat to play and walk for a few seconds until the list notification appears. Now grab the dishes you've grouped before and bring them to the wooden spindle in the backyard. Take a plate from a nearby
cupboard. Check out the man in the yard and depending on what he's going to do (playing darts or harmonica), stagger at him to get him to break a dartboard or pull away the chair to make him fall. Move to the stone scene and start mashing buttons for wobbling, bowing and clapping wings. Do not expect any women's requests, nor for them to give you a
flower. Once you've given your performance, just go away. Go back to the old one and do the opposite of what you did in step 7. If you're lucky, he doesn't play with rings. Finally, grab a pint of glass from the pub's seating area and quickly make its way to the stone bridge to throw it into the canal. Channel.
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